FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ACTION ALERT

KELLYANNE CONWAY FIBS:
‘CNN is Not Fake News’

2/09/16 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

On 2/7/17 conservativevideos.com posted a CNN video titled, "CNN’S JAKE TAPPER AND KELLYANNE CONWAY HAVE HEATED EXCHANGE [VIDEO]."

In the video the Marxist-comrade Jake Trapper asks the loaded question "are we (CNN) fake news, Kellyanne?"

Conway replied with a fib, "No, I don't think CNN is fake news..."


[end quote]

The American Resistance Party objects to Conway’s fib! CNN is categorically FAKE NEWS! For all of the eight years of the bogus presidency of Barry Soetoro (aka BHO) CNN chose to present fake news about the legitimacy of this illegal alien that claimed to be a US citizen. They ignored the investigation of the cold case posse of an Arizona Sheriff’s Department. Yes! CNN has consistently proven that they wanted to present FAKE NEWS instead of the truth!

CNN is also a Marxist News Agency. All during the 2016 election cycle they covered up the fact that all of the Democrat candidates (especially Bernie Sanders) were out-and-out Communists... as was their BFF Barry Soetoro. HENCE, CNN IS FAKE NEWS!
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